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Defense Health Region Indo-Pacific

Defense Health Agency

Defense Health Region Indo-Pacific

GUAM
- NH GUAM-AGANA
- AF-C-36th MEDGRP-ANDERSEN
- BMC NAVSTA GUAM

HAWAII*
- AMC TRIPLER-SHAFTER
- AF-C-15th MEDGRP JBHP-HICKAM
- AHC SCHOFIELD BARRACKS
- SCMH SCHOFIELD BARRACKS
- CBMHS WARRIOR OHANA-SHAFTER
- EBH-SUB USE DISORDER-TRIPLER
- NHHC HAWAII
- NBHC NAVCAM S EASTPAC
- BMC MCAS KANEHOE BAY
- NBHC MCB CAMP H.M. SMITH

OKINAWA ISLANDS
- NH OKINAWA
- BMC CAMP SCHWAB-OKINAWA
- BMC MCAS FUTENMA
- BMC CAMP KINSEY
- BMC CAMP HANSEN
- BMC EVANS-CAMP FOSTER
- AF-C-35th MEDGRP-KADENA
- BMC CAMP BUSH/COURTNEY

JAPAN
- NH YOKOSUKA
- AF-H-374th MEDGRP-YOKOTA
- AF-H-35th MEDGRP-MISAWA
- BMA HARIO SASEBO
- NBHC COMFLEACT SASEBO
- AHC BG CRAWFORD SAMS-CAMP ZAMA
- NBHC NAF ATSUGI
- BMA CAMP FUJI
- BMC IWI KUNI BIRTHING CTR
- NBHC NSF DIEGO GARCIA

KOREA
- ACH-BRIAN ALLGOOD-SEOUL
- AF-H-51ST MEDGRP-OSAN
- AF-C-8th MEDGRP-KUNSAN
- AHC-CAMP CASEY-TONGDUCHON
- AHC-CAMP RED CLOUD-UJONGBU
- AHC-CAMP STANLEY
- AHC-YONGSAN-SEOUL
- BMC CHINHAE
- AHC-DC MIDTOWN-PYONGTAEK
- AHC-CAMP HUMPHREYS-PYONGTAEK
- AHC-CAMP CARROLL-KOREA
- AHC-CAMP WALKER-TAEGU

* The Hawaii Market will report directly to DHA until the DHRs are established, after which it will align to DHR-IP
Defense Health Region Europe

- CENTRAL EUROPE
  - LANDSTUHL REGIONAL MEDCEN
  - AHC BAUMHOLDER
  - AF-C-57TH MEDGRP RAMSTEIN
  - AHC KASERSLAUTERN
  - AHC BRUSSELS
  - AHC SHAPE
  - AF-LG-20TH MED FLT-GK
  - AF-C-52ND MEDGRP SPANGDAHEIM
  - AHC WIESBADEN
  - AHC ANSBACH
  - AHC HOHENFELS
  - AHC GRAFENWOEHR
  - AHC VILSECK
  - AHC PATCH BKS-STUTTGART

- NORTHERN ITALY
  - AF-H-315TH MEDGRP-AVIANO
  - EBH-173RD DEL DIN
  - AHC VICENZA

- MEDITERRANEAN / BAHRAIN
  - NH NAPLES
  - NH SIGONELLA
  - BMC CAPODOCHINO
  - BMC NAVSUPPACT SOUDZA BAY
  - AHC AF-LG-425TH ABS MED FLT-IZMIR
  - AF-ASU-29TH MEDGRP-JINCIRLIK
  - NBHC NSA BAHRAIN

- IBERIA
  - NH ROTA
  - AF-65TH MED FLT-LAJES

- UNITED KINGDOM
  - AF-H-48TH MEDGRP LAKENHEATH
  - AF-EC-48TH OG CLN-LAKENHEATH
  - AF-LG-423RD MDS RAF ALCONBURY
  - AF-LG-422ND MED FLT-CROUGHTON
  - AF-LG-425TH ABS MAS-STAVANGER
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